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Abstract. In most manufacturing and assembly systems, a number of operations
are performed on each job. Most of these operations are performed in the same
order on all tasks, ie the works flow in the same direction. In such an environment,
known as flow shop, the machines are arranged in series. In this the bi-Level
assembly flow-shop scheduling problem with Capacity Constrains batching and
delivery system is presented. Here, m is a single machine that do different parts of
the job, and in the second part, number of machines have the duty of assembly. In
this paper, a mixed nonlinear integer math model is formulated. The objective of
this model is include minimizing the cost of delays, delivery, and categorization.
For solving the model in small dimensions, the Branch and Bound method are
used in GAMS and finally numerical examples and Analysis are done.

Keywords: Assembly flow shop · Scheduling · Batched delivery system ·
Mathematical model

1 Introduction

The first study of two-stage production scheduling was reviewed [1]. With the advent of
modern technologies in production and industry, many efforts have been made to coor-
dinate production and distribution in supply chain management [2, 3]. The production
planning process, which helps to find the optimal use of available resources to meet
market demand, has always been one of the most important activities in manufacturing
and service companies. Meanwhile, the issue of scheduling and sequencing operations
as one of the final stages of production planning, plays a significant role in achieving its
goals. In the manufacturing industry, the issue of scheduling, depending on the produc-
tion environment and the constraints and functions of the target, can be a simple or very
complex issue. The issue of flow shop has attracted the attention of many researchers due
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to its widespread use in industry and economics. Flow Shop is one of the optimization
issues in computer science and operations research, which is also called line layout. This
refers to a process or shop that runs on a flow when all jobs have the same processing
path. It is used for frequent productions that include constant job flows and a relatively
large production volume. Flow control in these jobs is easy in this case, but it is difficult
to respond to product diversity. The main goal is to find the best plan and arrangement
for those jobs in order to minimize longevity.

Nowadays, various industries aremoving towards lowering their price. In this regard,
in manufacturing companies, production planning and distribution is an important issue.
However, in supply chain planning, including classification and delivery, the cost of
classification and the capacity of the categories in question have not been considered.

The structure of the article is as follows: in Sect. 2 the research background is
presented and then in Sect. 3 the problem is stated and the problem is formulated by
presenting a programming model of mixed nonlinear integer and finally, in Sect. 4, a
case study and performance evaluation are reviewed.

2 Literature Review

A scheduling process is a process in which resources are allocated to perform a set of
tasks over a period of time, and generally two sets of objective functions can be used
in scheduling problem. Rahman et al. [4] design a mathematical model and study the
production and distribution issues with start-up time, which depends on the order for
several customers. To solve these problems, three meta-heuristic algorithms were used.
The goal is to minimize the total cost of the flow shop. A case study in industry has been
used to validate the problem.

Jabbari et al. [5] developed a mathematical model for examining the timing of a
custom production system that includes a shop flow production line with a parallel
assembly line that produces different products in two stages. The goal is to increase the
manufacturing time of goods using efficient planning. Because the NP-hard model uses
genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization methods to solve the model.
Zhang et al. [6] examined preventive maintenance activities in a two-step flow shop
schedule using a MILP model. Heuristic method was used to solve the model [7–12].
Yang et al. [12] investigated a new distributed assembly flow scheduling issue with
flexible assembly and batch delivery. The goal is to minimize the total cost of delivery
anddelays. Seven algorithms includingvariable neighborhooddescent (VND) algorithm,
and two Iterated Greedy (IG) have been used to solve the model. The results showed
that the proposed batch allocation could significantly improve the solution.

Basir et al. [13] studied integrated production and distribution planning on two stages
of flow shop assembly with batch delivery system. Their mathematical model is MILP.
The goal is to plan jobs in two-phase flow shop and deliver completed products in an
appropriate number with a minimum number of weighted latency jobs and total grouped
delivery costs. An improved two-level genetic algorithm has been used to solve the
model. Ceylan et al. [14] investigated a coordinated planning problem for a multi-stage
supply chain network. The MILP problem has two purposes. The goal is to minimize
the total cost of the supply chain. The structure of this supply chain is multi-product
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and multi-period. To integrate the issue of flexible flow shop planning, a supply chain
network has been integrated. The results showed that the sum of weights is the best
MODM method to solve the problem.

Cheng and Kahlbacher [15] raised issues related to batch delivery planning [16,
17]. Today, the main industries are moving towards Just in Time (JIT) production and
expanding the world market, manufacturing companies are moving more and more
towards competition in order to reduce their costs. Therefore, integrated production and
distribution planning is very important for manufacturing companies [18]. The problem
of two-stage assembly is widely used in industry.

Mazdeh and Rostami [19] proposed a mixed linear algorithm and a single branch
algorithm for dual-flow scheduling problems to minimize latency and delivery costs.
The problem of flow shop production scheduling is an issue of np-hard optimization in
the production scheduling literature [20]. Belabid et al. [21] designed a mathematical
model for the flow shop problem that has a start-up time independent of the sequence.
The mathematical model is of the MILP type. The goal is to minimize the maximum
completion time. Several innovative and meta-innovative methods have been used to
solve the model. Taxido et al. [22] examined the issue of permutation flow shop schedul-
ing problem using a combination of firefly algorithm and variable neighborhood search
algorithm. The flow shop scheduling issue is an NP-hard issue. In order to find high qual-
ity solutions in a reasonable computational time, heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms
have been used to solve the problem. In order to test the effectiveness and efficiency of
the proposedmethod, we used a set of benchmark samples with different sizes of articles.

Wang et al. [23] proposed a mathematical model to address the issue of flow shop
schedule delivery for multiple customers. In this case, first the products are produced as
alternatives and then they are delivered to multi customers. The purpose of this article
is to minimize the total cost of delay and batch delivery. To solve the model, innovative
methods of genetic algorithm and variable neighborhood search and a newmeta-heuristic
method have been used. Al-Bihadili et al. [24] examined a multi-objective flow shop
optimization model with the arrival of new work and machine failure. The purpose of
this is to increase the working time according to the stability and strength. To solve the
model, the Biased Randomized algorithm was used to repeat the greed [25].

Ochi et al. [26] studied the flow shop assembly schedule, which aims to minimize
make span. To solve the model, iterated greedy-based method was used and to improve
the quality of the solution, four search methods were used. Then, comparative results
between the performances of algorithms were performed. Pessoa et al. [27] investigated
a flow shop planning issue with delivery dates and cumulative returns. Their goal is
to maximize profits. Computational experiments were performed by considering the
methods of solving the problem and the local search method.

In this paper, the issue of flow shop assembly schedule has been studied, and the
delivery and classification system has also been considered in this issue. This is a NP-
hard model. The purpose of the model is to minimize the cost of delays, delivery and
classification. To solve theMILPmodel, the branch and boundarymethod has been used.
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3 Problem Description

In this paper we have N jobs belonging to H customer and nj denote the total number
of jobs related to the customer by j, so the sum of the total number of jobs related to
customers shows the total jobs N.

In order to complete each task, each M part must be completed, these components
are completely unique, and in the first stage of the process, there is an independent M
machine that is responsible for performing the various components of each task.

When the components of each work are completed by the machines in the first stage,
in order to assemble the parts, theworkmust be assigned to one of the assemblymachines
that is free. After completing the work, it is necessary to decide on the classification and
submission of work. After completion, each task can be sent to the customer, or if the
classification is done, it must wait for the completion of all tasks related to that category,
and after completing all the tasks in that category, then it will be sent to the customer.
Due to this, the maximum number of categories can be considered equal to the total
number of works, and according to the explanations given, if the category is sent to the
customer, the time of sending the category is equal to the time when the last task related
to that category is completed. The cost that we accept for the delivery of each category
is proportional to the size of the category, but the size of the categories is not unlimited,
so that if the total size of the work related to a customer exceeds the size of the category
We have to increase the number of categories, which will cost us more categories.

The goal is to minimize the total delay time, delivery costs and number of batches.
However, due to the target sentences that are not similar in terms of gender, we use
the scores of G and δ for delays as well as categorization, respectively. Therefore, the
objective function is represented as Eq. (1). In the real world example, when there is a
delay in delivery to the customer, there is a penalty unit for the delay, as well as a fee for
the categories to be done by the relevant personnel, which is considered here ". Waiting
to complete other customer orders and placing orders in one batch can increase the delay
of a number of orders and on the other hand reduce delivery costs. In fact, this study
seeks balance between delay and delivery cost in the supply chain.

Bank et al. showed that the two-machine flow shop problem with the objective
function of the sum of delays without considering the reduction is Np-hard.

Since the problem under study, in addition to being two-stage, also includes classifi-
cation and capacity issues, and the objective function is the sum of delays, delivery costs
and classification costs, so the complexity of this issue is more than the issue studied
by Bank et al. and is considered NP-hard. It is worth noting that the machine that is
available during the operation is not allowed to perform other operations at that time.

3.1 Model Assumptions

1. All machines are available in zero time.
2. Each work consists of components that must first be performed on the machine in

the first stage and then transferred to the assembly machines for assembly in the
second stage.

3. Preparation time is considered zero and all works can start at zero time.
4. Stoppage due to line failure or maintenance operations is not considered in the issue.
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5. Each part of the work, when placed on a machine, is on that machine until the end
of the operation, and it is not allowed to interrupt work either in the first stage or in
the second stage.

6. The assembly machines in the second stage are of the same material and the part
can be placed on the available assembly machine after the completion of all the
components.

7. Categories that include tasks always include at least one task.

Indices

i Job Index i = 1, 2, 3, ..., nj
j Customer Index j = 1, 2, 3, ...,H
m Index of machines in the first stage m = 1, 2, 3, ...,M
q Index of assembly machines in the second stage q = 1, 2, 3, ...,Q
k Job position index in the first stage k = 1, 2, 3, ...,N
b Classification index b = 1, 2, 3, ...,N

Parameters

Pijm Process time i for client j on machine m
Sij Assembly time work i for customer j
Dij Delivery time i for customer j
Dj Delivery time for the customer j
gi Work size i
G Handle size
l The cost of categorizing each category
δ Cost per delay unit

Decision variables

P′
km Work process time on position k on machine m (in the first step)

Xijk This variable is 1 when job i is related to client j in position k, otherwise it is
zero

Fkm Completion time of a work component that is on the k position on the mmachine
FFk Completion time of all components of the work or when the work is ready for

assembly
S ′
k Assembly time of the work that is on the k position
Ckq Completion time k on assembly machine q (If not assigned to machine q, this

time is zero.)
CTkq Completion time of the last work before k th which is assigned to the assembly

machine q
Rkq The time it takes for assembly work k to start on machine q
Cij Completion time of task i, which belongs to customer j
Ykq This variable will be equal to 1 when work k is assigned to the assemblymachine

q, otherwise it will be zero
Cbj Completion time of category b belongs to customer j
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RRij Time to send work i to client j
Zijb If the i-th job belongs to the j-th customer in category b, it is 1, otherwise it is

zero
Vjb If the job belonging to customer j is in category b it is 1, otherwise it is zero

(∀j
∑

b Vjb equal to the number of categories owned by customer j)
SSVbj Category b size belongs to the customer j
V ′
jb Number of components of category b belonging to the customer j

3.2 Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming Model

Min
H∑

j=1

nj∑

i=1

δ · Tij +
H∑

j=1

N∑

b=1

Vjb · Dj +
N∑

b=1

l · V ′
b (1)

Tij ≥ 0 ∀i,∀j (2)

Tij ≥ RRij − dij ∀i,∀j (3)

RRij +M (1 − zijb) ≥ Cbj ∀i,∀j,∀b (4)

Cbj +M (1 − zijb) ≥ Cij ∀j,∀b,∀i (5)

Cij +M (1 − xijk) ≥
∑

q

Ckq (6)

C1q = Y1q × (FF1 + S ′
kq) ∀q (7)

Ckq = Ykq × (Rkq + S ′
kq) ∀k, k &= 1,∀q (8)

Rkq ≥ FFk ∀k, k &= 1,∀q (9)

Rkq ≥ CTkq ∀k, k &= 1,∀q (10)
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CTkq ≥ C(e−1)q ∀k, k &= 1,∀q, e = 2, ..., k (11)

Fkm =
k∑

a=1

P′
km ∀k,∀m (12)

FFk ≥ Fkm ∀k,∀m (13)

N∑

k=1

Xijk = 1 ∀i,∀j (14)

H∑

j=1

nj∑

i=1

Xijk = 1 ∀K (15)

∑

q

Ykq = 1 ∀K (16)

P′
km =

H∑

j=1

nj∑

i=1

(Xijk · Pijm) ∀k,∀m (17)

S ′
k =

H∑

j=1

nj∑

i=1

(Xijk · Sij) ∀k (18)

H∑

j=1

Zijb ≤ 1 ∀i,∀b (19)

N∑

b=1

Zijb = 1 ∀i,∀j
√
b2 − 4ac (20)

−
nj∑

i=1

Zijb +M · (Vjb) ≥ 0 ∀j,∀b (21)
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nj∑

i=1

Zijb +M · (1 − Vjb) > 0 ∀j,∀b (22)

SVb =
N∑

i=1

H∑

j=1

Zijb · gi ∀b (23)

V ′
b =

⌈
SVb

G

⌉
∀b (24)

Objective function (1) shows the minimization of total delays as well as delivery
costs and classification costs. Constraints (2) and (3) calculate the delay for each task.
Constraint (4) Calculates the delivery time for each task, which is equal to the time it
takes to complete the category. Constraint (5) Calculates the completion time of each
category corresponding to the longest completion time in this category. Constraint (6)
Calculates the time of completion of work i related to the customer j and related to the
assemblymachine assigned to it. Constraints (7) and (8) calculate the time to complete the
task, which is in the first and kth position. Constraints (9), (10) and (11) are necessary
restrictions for use. Constraint (13) according to the definition of the variable in the
description of variables. Constraint (12) Calculates the completion time of a task related
to its own process time. Constraints (14) and (15) each job is only for one sequence, and
each sequence is occupied by only one job, respectively. Constraint (16) they guarantee
that each job will be assigned to only one assembly machine. Constraint (17) calculates
the process time of work in position k on machine m. Constraint (18) calculates the
assembly time of the work in position k. In other words, constraints (17) and (18) convert
the process and assembly time for work i to working time in position k. Constraint
(19) prevents the tasks of different clients from being grouped together. Constraint (20)
guarantee that each job falls into only one category. Constraints (21) and (22) ensure that
each category is created when at least one job is assigned to it, otherwise Vjb will be zero.
Constraint (23) specifies the total size of each category. The Constraint (24) specifies the
number of batches after the batches are divided into parts so that if the batches have a size
higher than the batch capacity, they can be divided into more batches. Constraints (7)
and (8) are nonlinear, because the variable of decision Ykq is multiplied by the variables
FFk and Rkq.

4 Solution Method

The assembly machine is placed for delivery to the customers for stacking the parts on
top of each other, which is done with the aim of achieving three criteria, minimizing
delays, delivery cost and classification cost, so the above purpose is different from
Non-homogeneous Delays We use the penalty rate to match the three criteria under
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consideration. In this section, a mixed nonlinear integer model is formulated, in which
Bank et al. (2012) showed that the two-stepflowshopproblemwith the aimofminimizing
delays is the NP-Hard problem [6, 28]. Therefore, the model of the problem we are
investigating, which is much more complex, is of the NP-Hard type. And the innovation
of this article is that it creates capacity for categories that are sent to customers.

5 Case Study and Performance Evaluation

In this section, an example of a factory is mentioned that for the delivery of 7 types of
work, each work consists of 10 sequences on 3 machines, and in the next stage, the parts
are mounted on 2 assembly machines, and finally the classification is done on them.
Shipped to 4 potential customers. (Capacity of each category is 20). The above problem
has been solved with GAMS 24.8.2 software and with a computer with specifications,
CORE i5 processor, RAM 4 and 1 GB graphics card and the BARON solver has been
used. As illustrated in Table 1, if the capacity for work is considered and the categories
have a certain capacity, the number of categorywill increase.And themodel is formulated
so that both results are visible once implemented by the software.

Table 1. Computational results

Objective function Number of batches Number of batches considering
capacity

Total delay time

1018 4 16 133

Because the factory can use different batches but with the same capacity, the scenario
by performing the problem in 150 times with different parameters to the capacity of
the batch, while comparing the condition that the batches have capacity and unlimited
capacity mode, the result was that Unlimited capacity for this problem is the capacity of
the handle above 62 units, which is also evident in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Two-scale diagram of comparisons of the number of categories and the objective function
to the capacity of the category
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In fact, according to the problem data, the minimum number of categories and the
objective function are 4 and 418 units, respectively, and the diagram from the capacity of
62 units upwards continues completely horizontally. According to the bubble diagram of
Fig. 2, where the radius of the bubble indicates the number of categories, it is important
to note that as the capacity of the category decreases, the number of categories as well
as the objective function increases exponentially.

Fig. 2. Bubble diagram comparing the number of categories, the objective function and the
capacity of the category

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the problem of two-stage assembly workflow using batch delivery system
in order to minimize the overall cost of delay and delivery cost is investigated. A new
mathematical model of nonlinear integer programming is presented. Due to the fact that
the software is not able to provide the model answer for large dimensions in a reasonable
time, so to solve the small size of the model. Due to the approach to the reality of the
mentioned issue, there was no restriction for the categories, which is not the case in
reality. This is further achieved by giving volume to tasks and capacity to categories
And the analysis on the results includes the points that by reducing the capacity of the
category, increasing the number of categories and consequently increasing the objective
function, which according to the type of factory and type of products, this model can
be worked on a special case. In this regard, to get closer to reality, a routing model
can be added for potential customers, and the costs of quality control or warehouse and
inventory control can be very important for future studies.
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